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FedEx Field is a first-class location located in Landover, Md. As many fans will witness, The FedEx Field is known to be one of the best places to catch live entertainment across the city. FedEx Field is known for hosting the Washington Redskins, but other events have taken place here. FedEx Field Seating Maps SeatGeek is known for its best-in-class interactive maps that make
finding the perfect place simple. Our previews of View from Seat allow fans to see what their view of FedEx Field will look like before buying, allowing guesswork from ticket purchases. To help make the buying decision even easier, we display the Deal Score ticket on each card row to rate the best deals. FedEx Field Guide SeatGeek asked thousands of NFL fans to weigh in on
their football stadium experiences, rating atmosphere, stadium meals, and bathrooms. FedEx Field has been recognized as the #32 by atmosphere, #32 for food, and #30 for bathrooms. Redskins fans can view the full FedEx Field Stadium Guide or check out how other NFL stadiums are measured on our NFL Stadium Guide page. The home team seats at FedEx Field Sitting next
to the Bench Of Washington Redskins is a great chance to stand next to the players and can be a big part of the lively sports experience. Interactive SeatGeek maps indicate the location of the home and visitors benches, and note which sections are closest to each bench. FedExField's seating is spread across five floors: Lower Level, Club Level, Lower and Upper Levels of The
Suite, and Upper Level. Three of these levels: Lower, Club, and Upper Levels are named after significant figures from the Redskins, NFL, and Washington, D.C. area. The lower level is officially named George Preston Marshall Lower Level, a club called Joe Gibbs Club Level, and the top level is called Pete Rozelle Upper Level. VIP Suites The Suite Levels have 243 suites, a
lounge and luxury Owner's Club boxes and 15,044 club seats. Five series of Dream Seats have been created since Daniel Snyder bought the Redskins. They are located in front of the previous first row of the lower level, reaching almost to the level of the field! The seating is clearly and intuitively laid out, but if you have any trouble finding designated places, please seek help from
an employee who will only be happy to help you. Reserve a seat and get tickets today! For ticket information and more information about our preferred ticket provider, please review the FedEx Field ticket information page. For all upcoming events and purchase tickets to the desired show, please visit the FedEx Field Event Schedule page. Alcohol is sold only to guests aged 21
and over. Proper identification is needed There are two (2) drink maximum per purchase, per person. At the Lower and Upper levels, all alcohol sales will stop completion of the third quarter of the Redskins game. Sales may be discontinued earlier at the discretion of management and for other events. ATMs are located at the following levels: Lower level: Sections 103, 111, 116,
124, 131 and 139 Club level: Sections 303, 324, 330 and 335 Upper Level: Sections 409, 422, 434 and 449 FedExField provides free car assistance for lockouts, jump starts and flat tires For assistance, text SKINS at 69050 for help or call our game day hotline at 301-276-6100. Tickets and travel packages for all Redskins away games can be purchased through Redskins Travel
Partner, PrimeSport PrimeSport.com. Stay in the team hotel, get souvenirs, and most importantly, get tickets for the game in the Redskins section. The Bud Light Party Pavilion is located on the outer square (at the gate of F and G). This area opens three hours before kick-off and has music entertainment and food and drink concessions. A ticket to the Bud Light Party is required
to enter the Bud Light Party and entry/re-entry is not allowed. Click here for more information. Located in section 113, Redskins and Anheuser Busch have created a one-of-a-kind interactive social lounge complete with virtual kick field goal, two morphing stations, and tablet experiences. Take Bud Light and play one of the many Xbox Ones, download your experience, and be sure
to drink responsibly. However, cameras, digital cameras and handheld video cameras are allowed at sporting events, as long as they do not interfere with the gaming fan experience. Guests may not play any images for any commercial use without Redskins' written permission. For concerts, please refer to the concert page, for specific event restrictions. The Washington Redskins
Charitable Foundation is a nonprofit foundation of the team and was founded by Redskins owner Daniel M. Snyder in the spring of 2000. The Foundation's mission is to be a voice that raises awareness of issues affecting young people in the region and to leverage the unique assets of the Washington Redskins and its corporate and community partners to achieve measurable
outcomes that improve communities. The Washington Redskins Charitable Foundation is a 501 (c) (3) nonprofit organization. For more information, visit our Charity Fund section. The Washington Redskins cheerleaders provide in-game entertainment at all Redskins games. They are also available for performances at special events. Please call 301-276-6775 for more information
or visit the Redskins Cheerleaders website. To ensure a safer environment for the public and significantly speed up fan entry to stadiums, NFL teams have implemented an NFL policy that limits size and type that can be delivered to stadiums. The NFL's Stadium Safety Committee unanimously recommended the recommended this will improve public safety and make it easier for
fans to access all stadiums. The NFL urged fans not to bring any bags, but outlined what is permissible. For more information on Clear Bag policy, please click here. Starting with preseason games, fans will be able to carry the following style and size of a bag, packaging or container on the stadium square, stadium gates, or when approaching a queue of lines of fans waiting to
enter the stadium: Bags that are crisp plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 12 x 6 x 12 . (The official logo of the NFL team is clear plastic tote bags will be available through the Redskins Team Store) Small clutch bags are permissible if they are approximately 4.5 x 6.5, with or without a handle or belt can be taken to a stadium with one of the clear plastic bags. One gallon clear
plastic freezer bag (siplok bag or similar). An exception will be made for the necessary medical items after a proper inspection of the gates intended for this purpose. Prohibited items include, but are not limited to: purses are larger than a clutch bag, coolers, briefcases, backpacks, fanny packs, cinch bags, unapproved seat cushions, luggage of any kind, computer bags and
camera bags or any bag larger than the allowable size. Unconding seat cushions include large traditional seat cushions that have pockets, zippers, compartments or covers. Joe Gibbs Club Level is surrounded by furnished halls, big-screen TVs, food courts, EA Players (sections 330-334), FanDuel Lounge (sections 309-313), Hooter's (sections 314-316) and DeLe'n Platinum
Lounge (sections 306-308). Guests with a club level ticket, Dream Seats, Loge, Suites or Owner's Club can enjoy Club Level facilities at any time during the event. For more information, contact Premium Place Sales at 301-276-6800 or email clubinfo@redskins.com. The DeLe'n Platinum Lounge is located on the club level between sections 306-308. The club, Dream Seats, Loge,
Suite and Owner's Club ticket holders can enjoy a bar and table with an excellent selection of special margaritas and craft beer in the 130-foot bar. The DeLe'n Platinum Lounge will serve Fan Fare, which will be open two hours before kick-off and up to two hours after the game. Click here for more information. The Redskins and FedExField want every guest to feel welcome at the
stadium. If you or any of you have questions about accommodation for disabled fans, you can contact us by phone accommodations@redskins.com, (301) 276-6050, or visit any of our guest booths located opposite sections 104, 124, 304, 324, 404 and 431 NRG (Gate A) and Bank of America Gate (Gate E) gates on game day. Please note that available places and Limited, so
please call in advance and/or arrive early to ensure availability. For more information on disabled access, please click here. Dream places are located on the field and are available through 100 Level portals. Dream places are sections 1-42 and correspond to those sections at 100 (i.e. section 2 in the places of dreams corresponds to section 102). Guests with dream spots can
also access the level club. For more information, contact Premium Seat Sales at 301-276-6800 or email clubinfo@redskins.com. THE EA Sports Players Hall is located at club level between sections 330-334. Club, Dream Seat, Owner's Club, Suite and Loge ticket holders can enjoy Madden gaming consoles, a full bar, comfortable seating and a live band on the outdoor patio
during the 5th quarter after each Redskins home game. The lounge opens two hours before kick-off and is open up to two hours after the game. Click here for more information. The elevators are located at the gates of NRG (Gate A) and bank of America (Gate E) for the convenience of Loge, Suite and Disabled guests. Disabled guests will receive an elevator pass for themselves
and one companion in any guest booth. Club Level escalators located at Section 101 and Section 122 are available for guests with Club, Dream Seats, Loge, Suite or Owner's Club tickets. The escalator, which reaches only the upper level, is located between the NRG gate (Gate A). The upper-level escalator drops off guests in Section 412. Your safety is our number one priority.
In case of an emergency, please follow our stadium evacuation guide to find the nearest exit. Family toilets with children's stations are located on elevator towers at the gates of NRG (Gate A) and Bank of America Gate (Gate E) at all levels. It is everyone's responsibility to insure every FedExField experience great for every fan. We are looking for you to promise your support to
ensure that this is a safe and enjoyable experience for everyone. Respect all fans by following these simple rules: Foul or offensive language is not recommended No fighting or engaging in unruly behavior Don't throw anything if you drink, drink responsibly Always follow the instructions from the stadium staff Our stadium staff are here to help. We will intervene quickly when
someone disrespects. Irresponsible fans who violate these rules or possess prohibited items will be thrown out and denied the right to enter the stadium for future games and events. See someone or something disrespectful? Say something! Text SKINS on 69050 for help or call our game-day hotline at 301-276-6100. Messages and data tariffs can be applied. Conditions Be
responsible and respect everyone's right to enjoy the game! Make FedExField the best place anywhere to watch great NFL football. Hello red-skinned! Located at club level, level, The lounge is a great place to watch the game indoors and get the latest fantasy stats from all over the league. The FanDuel Lounge is located at Sections 309-313 at club level. Guests with Club,
Dream Seats, Loge, Suite or Owner's Club tickets can enjoy post-match entertainment in the EA Players sports lounge at club level for two (2) hours after the game. For more information, contact Premium Seat Sales at 301-276-6800 or email clubinfo@redskins.com. First aid stations are located on elevator towers on sections 103 and 125 on the lower level, at club level in
sections 303 and 324, and on the upper level in sections 403 and 430. The Redskins Stadium Gate, the Bud Light Party Pavilion and the Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club open three (3) hours before kick-off, and the gates of the general stadium open two (2) hours before kick-off. For all other events, the opening time of the gate will change. Good sport (designated driver) Redskins
fans are the best around! That's why the Washington Redskins and Bud Light have teamed up to implement the Good Sport program at FedExField as a thank you to fans who respect the rights of others, drink responsibly and appoint a driver at Redskins home games. Fans can register to be a good sport in any guest stand relationship inside the stadium. Those who sign up will
receive instant rewards and will be introduced to win two (2) Redskins prize packages. Winners will be announced during the game! Thanks for being a Redskins good sport. Thank you Redskins fans who make a safe trip home part of their winning game plan! Guest stands are opposite sections 104, 124, 304, 324, 404 and 431. Guest staff can help make your visit more
enjoyable by providing information about FedExField and its services. Plaza Hall of Fame - Corporate Hospitality Hall of Fame Plaza is a corporate hospitality area located between Gate D and Bank of America Gate (Gate E). Corporate hospitality packages include tickets, parking and pre-season food and drinks for groups of 25 people. For more information, contact corporate
hospitality at hospitality@redskins.com. The Redskins Hall of Fame is located next to the Pepsi Gate (Gate H) on the lower level opposite Section 141. Hall of Fame is open for the week from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday, all year round. On game day, the store opens when the parking lots open and stay open until two hours after the game. The store accepts American
Express, MasterCard and Visa. For more information, contact the store at 301-276-6680 or by email store1@redskins.com. Located between sections 314-315, Hooters Club Level opens two hours before kick-off and stays open for two hours after each game. Club, Dream Seats, Owner's Club, Suite and Loge ticket holders can enjoy pre-match shows, NFL highlights and early or
late games on one of the many flat flats Tvs. Reservations are not required. For menus and more information, visit our Hooters page™ Hooters. All children between the ages of two and up can attend the Redskins game for free with a lap pass instead of a ticket. Kneeling passes are available at all entrance gates on game day. The child must be present to get a pass. Children
aged three (3) and over must have an entrance ticket. This policy may be a change for other events at FedExField. Levy Restaurants provides all food and beverage services at FedExField. Contact your concession department, which burdens lower and upper levels, Dream Seats and Club Level; call 301-276-6090. Contact the catering department that serves Loge, Suite and
Owner's levels; call 301-276-6848. Located in each end of the zone on the upper level of the suite, Loge provides enclosed seating with private concessions, toilets, and levi's meals. Hotel Loge is located from Logue 318-354 (West Logue) and from Logue 389-422 (Eastern Logue). Guests can reach the Lairs from any ramp or lifts located at the gates of NRG (Gate A) and Bank of
America Gate (Gate E). For more information, contact Suites at 703-726-7290 or by email suites@redskins.com. If the item is lost at FedExField during the event, please visit the nearest guest service booth. After the event and on days not events, contact The Lost and Found department here and leave a detailed description of the item and the best number to call back. Parents
are advised to register their children attending the event at any guest booth located at the NRG Gate (Gate A) and Bank of America Gate (Gate E) at all levels. Children will receive a bracelet indicating their location. If a child gets lost, they can seek help from the nearest FedExField representative, bailiff or uniformed officer. Lower Level (Bobby Mitchell Lower Level) The Lower
Level consists of sections 101-142 and sections 201-242 and is a common recreation area. Sections, moderated in the 100s and 200s, can be obtained directly from the Main Hall. All media should enter FedExField through the Southern Tunnel field below Gate B on event days. Media credentials can be picked up on Media Will Call, located in the South Field Tunnel, four (4)
hours before liftoff. For more information, please contact the Redskins Public Relations Department at 703-726-7000. A wide range of sportswear, new products and GameDay programs can be purchased from brand-news stores throughout FedExField and in the Redskins Hall of Fame Store. Also, visit our Redskins Official Place Shop at: Dulles Town Center: 703-430-0062
Tysons Corner (I): 703-893-0993 To buy official Redskins merchandise online, go to Redskinsteamstore.com. Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club is located in the Hall of Fame area between Gate D and Bank of America (Gate E), Merrill Lynch Touchdown Club memberships feature a lower-level side view, a pre-game field held for most home games, an away travel game with the
Redskins, and a fully serviced VIP tailgate with an open bar. Meet the Redskins Cheerleaders and alumni on game days and enjoy access to Joe Gibbs Club Level, VIP parking and more. It's the best of all football! Watch the information video at touchdown club. For more information, please email all TouchdownClub@Redskins.com. You can travel to FedExField by public
transport using metrorail. Just take the Blue or Silver Lines to Morgan Boulevard subway station. Morgan Boulevard station is located on Garrett Morgan Boulevard and 1 mile from the stadium. For more information, visit the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Administration's website www.wmata.com. The owner's club - East and West The Owner's Club - is the area on the
second floor of the NRG Gate (Gate A) on the side of the building. The hotel has an area with luxurious suites and furnished waiting rooms. Parking and directions Click here to get information about parking and direction or learn about public transport to the stadium. Premium Places For information about the Club or Dream Seats, please contact the Premium Places Sales
Department at 301-276-6800 or by email clubinfo@redskins.com. Premium Seating Re-Entry Access Pass If you have a ticket to a club, Loge, Suite or Owner's Club Levels and want to visit another FedExField seating level, please contact a FedExField representative on any ramp, escalator or elevator before exiting your level to get a premium re-entry pass. Please hold on to this
pass and your original ticket to get the re-entry back to your seating level. Press Box Shirley Povich Press Box is located on the second floor at the gate of NRG (Gate A). The press must use the press ladder to travel between the level of the field and the press box, or use the ramp at the NRG gate (Gate A) opposite Section 106 to travel from the Main Hall to the press box. Only
persons with the proper powers are allowed in the press box. Prohibited items Please keep in mind that you cannot bring the following items to FedExField: Bags, Including: backpacks, gym bags, duffel bags, diaper bags, bags, briefcases, purses, plyne bags, etc. Food and beverages of any kind of seat cushions with zippers or pocket umbrellas (plastic poncho are available for
sale in some areas of goods) Bottles, jugs, thermos, canes, coolers, or any other container of animals (except for certified animals) Other Noise Insulation Weapons, Firearms Illegal Drug Folding Chairs and Stroller Selfie Sticks Sticks do not bring any type of bag, but specify which bags are permissible. For more information on Clear Bag policy, please click here. Under NFL
policy, fans will be able to wear the following style and size bag, package or container in stadium square areas, stadium gates, or when approaching a queue of lines of fans waiting to enter the stadium: Bags that are clear plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 12 x 6 x 12. (The official logo of the NFL team is clear plastic tote bags will be available through club merchandise
outlets or nflshop.com/allclear). One gallon clear plastic freezer bag (siplok bag or similar). Small clutch bags, if they are about the size of a hand, with or without a handle or belt, can be taken to a stadium with one of the clear plastic bags. It is forbidden to distribute or distribute any literature. Understanding and enforcing these policies will help ensure that all fans are part of
FedExField in a safe and timely manner. If the ticket holder chooses not to agree to these searches, or is found trying to enter with a prohibited item, the ticket holder may be denied entry to the stadium. We appreciate your cooperation with the safety requirements of the game day. Radio and TV policy Small portable radios or TVs are allowed, provided that the volume does not
prevent other guests from enjoying the event. Ramps Click here for a map showing the location of available ramps and elevators. Public ramps compatible with the code are available on FedExField. These ramps are located next to Bank of America, NRG, Gate D and Gate H. Public elevators are available for guests with mobility problems. If you or any of you need access to the
elevator, please visit any guest seat to get an elevator bracelet. FedExField reserves the right to take appropriate legal action against persons who fraudulently obtain lift bracelets. Once a guest leaves FedExField, there is no re-admission, except for a full, unused ticket to the event that day. Take advantage of the Ride Share Lot conveniently located in the Prince George's
County Sports and Training Complex next to the FedExField parking lot and a short walk from Gate D. Enter your destination address as the Prince George's County Sports Complex is located at 8001 Sheriff Rd, Hyattsville MD 20785. Your driver will be instructed to drop you off at Ride Share Lot near FedExField. Get out of the stadium and follow the Ride Share Lot path
searching for Redskins Road signs will be enough signage directing you to the Ride Share Lot located in the Prince George's County Sports Complex located at 8001 Sheriff Rd, Hyattsville MD 20785. You will be able to request a trip when you are in Ride Share Lot. Fans will be able to pickup truck only on Ride Share Lot. Smoking policy is not allowed in seating bowls, major
basic FedExField portals, tunnels or toilets. Guests wishing to smoke can do so in designated smoking areas. Smoking is also allowed on the smoking deck at the elevator tower at the gates of NRG (Gate A) and The Bank of America Gate (Gate E). The lower-level stairwells to the upper level of the suite are located at the NRG Gate (Gate A) and The Bank of America Gate (Gate
E) next to the Club Level escalators. Club, Dream Seats, Loge, Suite and Owner's Club ticket holders can access stairwells. FedExField Suites are located on the floors between the club level and the upper level. These suites are divided into Lower Suites (Suites 101 - 242) and Upper Suites (suites 301 - 317, 356-388 and 427-442). Access to suites from any ramp or elevators
located at the gates of NRG (Gate A) and Bank of America Gate (Gate E). The owner's club level is divided to the west side (suites 1-10) and the East side (Lux 1-24) and is located on the second floor at the GATE of NRG (Gate A), accessed through elevators or a press staircase. Tailgating Tailgating involves the use of grills, coolers, chairs, tables or other devices that may
interfere with pedestrian passage or road access. Activities are allowed without using additional space outside the parking space. Port-o-lets are provided throughout the parking lot. Fans wishing to run to more than one parking space will be directed to the back of the car park, where they will be allowed to occupy additional space until additional vehicles are required. Fans
wishing the back door within one parking spot will be directed to the front of the parking lot. Purple, orange, green, gray, platinum, limousine, and bus/RV parking are open four (4) hours before liftoff. The Redzone Lot opens five (5) hours before liftoff. Port-o-lets are provided throughout the parking lot. All lots are closed two (2) hours after the end of the game. In order for all guests
to enjoy the tailgating experience, we ask fans to follow these guidelines: The use of empty parking space for tailgating is only allowed in designated areas and as long as space is needed to park other vehicles. The use of an empty parking space for tailings is not allowed on platinum lots. When parking, park your car in only one space and between white lines. Parking permits
should only be used for cars, not for additional storage or storage space. Be attentive to the vehicles of other guests. For the safety of all guests and for access to the emergency vehicle, please keep all aisles clear. Dispose of all the garbage in proper vessels. Before entering FedExField, please put out all the flames and grills. Garbage containers are available in all lots for your
convenience. Do not unwer the hot grill in or under any vehicle. Tailgating Code of Conduct football is a family sport. Take the necessary steps to Everyone can get in on tailgating actions by following the Redskins Fan Code of Conduct. If you decide to drink alcoholic beverages in the stadium, including in the parking lot during the tailings pond, always do it responsibly. After
drinking responsibly, we suggest: Sip your drink, do not swallow it. Remember that it's about quality, not quantity. To stay dehydrated, always drink water after each alcoholic beverage. Always eat before drinking. Never take a drink from a stranger. Always plan ahead before drinking, and know how you are going to get home. Assign a designated driver or keep a taxi number and
cash on hand, whatever you do, plan to return home safely. Do not buy or offer alcoholic beverages to anyone under the age of 21 or any fan who appears intoxicated. Help us create a smoke-free environment, with the exception of designated areas. Always treat your fellow fans in a polite and respectful way. This includes refraining from obscene language or offensive language,
obscene gestures, brawls, taunts, inappropriate and obscene signs or clothing, as well as threatening language and gestures. Help us maintain a safe family environment at any time. Stick to all security procedures (Ticket Office Information) Click here for ticket office policy and general information, including changes to your account, transfer tickets and Will Call services. Upper
Level (Pete Rozelle Upper Level) The Upper Level is a shared living room room from sections 401-454. Local, state and federal law enforcement officers are not allowed to carry firearms at the stadium unless they are on duty at the stadium. Wi-Fi provided by United Airlines fans can get free Wi-Fi throughout the stadium. Actual speeds can vary depending on the number of
connected devices and the physical attributes of the stadium. To access the network: FedExField. FedExField.
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